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QUESTION 1

Kingsleigh has been learning about sniffer programs and found out that they can be used to collect information on
networks.Kingsleigh would definitively like to gather a series of administrative passwords. 

Which of the following would be the easiest for Kingsleigh to acquire information from using a sniffer? 

A. Shared Ethernet 

B. Fiber Optic 

C. Switch Ethernet 

D. ATM Networks 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Why is it so challenging to block packets from Remote Access Troans that use port 80 for network
communications?Choose three. 

A. To a firewall,the traffic appears simply to be from an internal user making an innoccous HTTP GET request. 

B. Port 80 outbound is normally open on corporate firewalls 

C. Stateful inspection firewalls will block unsolicited inbound HTTP GET requests 

D. Not all firewalls are capable of inspecing data in the HTTP data fields for evidence of tunneling 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 3

MS SQL server makes use of Stored Procedures.There is an extended stored procedure called sp_makewebtask that
can be used with data being returned from executed queries.What would you use this stored procedure for? 

A. It is used to start a new web server instance 

B. It is used to create and HTML page 

C. It is used to perform an entry within a database 

D. It is used to schedule a job task 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4
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Which of the following would represent a technique to embed data within another file whereby it would be near
impossible for anyone using or looking at the file to claim that there might be a message hidden within the media or the
existence of some from of message? 

A. Cryptography 

B. Encryption 

C. Steganography 

D. MimiCry 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Why is it often recommended to rename the built-in Administrator account on a Windows 2000 domain? Choose the
best answer. 

A. Renaming the Guest account is of little value 

B. If you dont rename the Administrator account you will have NetBIOS name conflicts with the Administrator account
from other domains in the forest 

C. Account lockout will not stop password guessing attacks via SMB filesharing or BASIC web authentication against
the built-in Administrator account 

D. The default domain policy actually requires the Administrator account to be renamed 

Correct Answer: C 
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